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A High-Gain Dual-Band Superstates Enabled Antenna for 5G-mm
Wave Applications

Aafreen Khan1, *, Anwar Ahmad1, and Maksud Alam2

Abstract—In this article, the antenna is designed by using different shapes of patch structures on
8.468× 9.741mm2 ground plane. Different shapes like A, H, F, T, and U are simulated by using HFSS
Software. For gain enhancement, various techniques on the different shape patches have been applied.
The maximum gain achieved in the case of A shape patch with MTM structure and circular reflector with
superstates is 14.2 dBi, and the band covered is (36.248–38.764)GHz and (33.384–34.503)GHz. Other
shapes like H, F, T, and U are designed by modification in A shape patch, and by applying various
techniques like MTM and reflector surface with superstates interesting results have been achieved. The
designed antenna is an mm-wave antenna and a novel structure for 5G communications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of technology plays an important role to overcome the challenges faced by users. Wireless
technology is one of the revolutionary ones as it has given many benefits to society. So, in the journey
of changing wired to wireless medium antenna plays a main role. Many types of antennas have been
categorized, but microstrip patch antennas have an important role in various applications because
of their compact size and easy structure design along with good performance parameters. Changing
technology from 4G to 5G demands 5G antennas. 5G antenna design includes sub-6GHz and mm-wave
bands. Designing microstrip patch antennas for mm-wave bands has become an interesting part because
of its various advantages. The designing of mm-wave antenna also has the hurdle of low gain as the
increase in the frequency gets absorbed in the environment easily. So, designing antennas at mm-wave
with a good gain is not an easy task. In the proposed article, a high gain antenna with different
shape patches of A, H, F, T, and U has been designed with the implementation of MTM, reflector,
and superstate technology, and the maximum gain achieved in the case of A-shape patch. The given
antenna is a novel structure with dual band characteristics for mm-wave 5G applications.

In various reflector surface antennas like in stacked patch antennas, reflector element has been
used to reduce backward radiation [1]. Also, the superstate implementation for directivity enhancement
has been done in [2]. In the Fabry Perotantenna, array gain enhancement has been done by using
a partial reflector surface (PRS) [3]. In the design of a reflectarray microstrip antenna, the reflect
array has been used for beam switching and dual polarisation [4]. Also, in [5] holographic meta surface
has been used which increases the radiation aperture that increases the antenna gain. In tri-band
antenna combining transmitting array and reflector array, five-layer patches on three dielectric substrates
have been used, and good antenna performance characteristics have been achieved [6]. In a coplanar
waveguide (CPW)-fed monopole antenna, an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) structure has been
used as a reflector surface, and the gain with other performance parameters has been enhanced [7]. In
negative metamaterial (MTM) microstrip antenna the gain enhancement has been achieved by using
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split-ring resonators (SRRs) structure [8]. In Vivaldi antennas, the directivity has been improved by
using a zero index MTM structure [9]. In a 60GHz slot antenna zero-index MTM (ZIM) enhances
the gain of the antenna at high frequencies [10]. For gain improvement in [11], an electromagnetic
bandgap structure (EBG) substrate has been used. In a log periodic antenna, the gain has been
enhanced by using a non-resonant metamaterial structure [12]. In circularly polarised high gain antenna
for gain enhancement PRS structure has been used [13]. In [14], the directivity has been enhanced,
and beamwidth is controlled by using a low-profile metasurface. In high gain antenna systems for
biomedical applications, the metamaterial and superstate with high permittivity have been used for
gain enhancement [15]. In the proposed antenna design high gain, A-shape patch with reflector, and
superstates have been designed which is novel in design and has the good performance characteristics
useful for 5G mm-wave applications.

2. DESIGN PROCEDURE

The designed antenna is mounted on 8.468 × 9.741mm2 ground plane. The height of the substrate is
0.8mm. The substrate is made of RT-Duroide 5880 with the εr value of 2.2. Different shape patches
have been mounted on the Duroide substrate. The radiating patch shape has the structure A shape, H

Figure 1. Isometric view of designed superstate antenna with reflector surface and MTM.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Circular reflector implementation. (b) Bottom view of a ground plane.
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(c)

Figure 3. (a) Superstate. (b) MTM with unit cell structure and rectangle reflector. (c) MTM structure
with ground plane.

shape, F shape, T shape, T shape modified, and U shape which has been represented in Figures 4(a),
(b), (c), (d), (e), (f). All different shapes patches are firstly loaded with MTM structure, and the
implemented MTM structure diagram is given in Figures 3(b), (c), to design an antenna with good
performance parameters. A reflector surface of circular and rectangular shapes has been implemented.
The circular shape reflector has a radius of 8mm with a distance d4 from the ground plane which is
shown in Figure 2(a), and the ground plane with the dimension is shown in Figure 2(b). The rectangular
reflector of dimensions 16×16mm2 has been implemented at the same distance d4. The implementation
of different reflector surfaces changes the performance parameters. Another implementation of substrate
that is called superstates has been done, and a change in the antenna performance parameter is analyzed.
The superstate has a height of h1 = 0.9mm, and the material used is silicon with a permittivity of 11.
Figure 3(a) shows another substrate’s dimensions. Also, the isometric view of the designed antenna is
shown in Figure 1 with the MTM reflector and superstate implementation, and the dimensions of the
proposed antenna are given in Table 1.

2.1. A Shape Patch

In the A-shape patch, the resonating frequency achieved is at 35.1310GHz with the RL of −20.8661 dB,
and the maximum gain achieved at 18.558GHz is 7.7227 dBi. The top view of the A shape with
substrate is given in Figure 5(a). The implementation of metamaterial structure (MTM) provides the
resonating frequency of 38.2966GHz (37.5912–38.938)GHz and 36.6207GHz (36.506–36.681)GHz with
the RL value of −17.5013 dB and −10.182 dB, respectively, and the maximum gain is 9.3421 dBi at
39.313GHz. So, the enhancement in the gain has been obtained with the decrease in the RL value with
the MTM structure, and the rectangular reflector resonates at the center frequency of 38.9483GHz
(36.7507–40.0446)GHz with the RL of −23.938 dB and maximum gain of 11.6981 dBi at 36.3414GHz.
So, the implementation of a rectangle surface enhances the RL and gain. The circular reflector is
also added which resonates at 38.8552GHz (37.134–39.597)GHz with an RL value of −21.7988 dB
and maximum gain of 11.804 dBi at the resonating frequency of 37.272GHz. Implementation of a
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(d) (e)

(f)

Figure 4. (a) A shape patch. (b) H-shape patch. (c) F-shape patch. (d) T-shape patch. (e) T-shape
modified patch. (f) U-shape patch.

circular reflector surface also improves the gain of the antenna, and the RL value is also increased. The
top view of the A shape patch with circular reflector is given in Figure 5(b). Now further with the
reflector surface, the superstate of size 8.468× 9.741× 0.9mm3 has been implemented which is given in
Figure 3(a). With the superstate implementation along with the MTM and rectangle reflector surface
the antenna resonates at the center frequency of 36.806GHz and 38.482GHz with the RL −21.1736 dB
and −16.1713 dB covering the band (36.0087–38.9816)GHz with the maximum gain value 14.13 dBi at
resonating frequency 39.506GHz, so the implementation of superstate enhances the gain of the antenna.
In the further procedure, the same size superstate has been implemented with the circular reflector.
The maximum gain achieved in this case is 14.202 dBi at 39.413GHz with resonating frequency band
38.389GHz, 37.086GHz (36.248–38.764)GHz, and another band is 33.9207 (33.384–34.5033)GHz with
the return loss −14.637 dB, −27.003 dB, −22.376 dB, respectively, which can be seen in Figures 6(a)
and (b). The comparison of all methodologies is given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Proposed antenna structure dimensions.

Dimensions Value (mm) Dimensions Value (mm)

WS1 = Ws2 9.741 D1 1

LS1 = LS2 8.468 D2 3

LR1 4.5 D3 0.2

LR2 4.5 D4 1

LR1′ 3.375 Lg 8.468

WR3 2.5 Wg 9.74

WR4 2.5 LR 8.468

tR1 1 WR 9.741

tR2 1 S 0.5

tR3 1 H 0.8

tR4 0.875 H1 0.9

R 8 G1 2

Wr4ex 2 G2 2

Table 2. Comparative performance parameter of A-shape patch.

Methodologies

Center

frequency

(GHz)

BW

(GHz)
RL (dB)

Maximum

Gain (dBi)

A shape 35.1310 2.3 −20.8661 dB 7.722

A shape+MTM 38.296, 36.620 1.3, 0.17 −17.501, −10.182 9.342

A shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector
38.8552 2.462 −21.7988 11.804

A shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector
38.948 3.29 −23.938 11.698

A shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector+Superstates
36.806, 38.482 2.97 −21.173, −16.171 14.130

A shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector+Superstates

37.086, 38.389,

33.384
2.51, 1.11

−27.003, −14.637,

−22.376
14.202

2.2. H-Shape Patch

The H shape is derived from the A shape by removing R3 from the A shape. The simple H-shape
patch is resonating at 35.5034GHz (35.5034GHz–36.8068GHz) with RL −31.767 dB, and the maximum
gain value is 7.8934 dB at 20.420GHz. The MTM with H-shape is resonating at peak frequencies of
39.9724GHz and 39.1345GHz with the RL value of −35.4653 dB and −12.850 dB respectively. The
bandwidth covered is (38.851–40.5446)GHz, and another resonating peak achieved is at 34.8517GHz
with the RL value of −14.7668 dB. The covered bandwidth is (33.7802–35.7814)GHz, and the maximum
gain with the MTM is 8.3267 dBi at the 39.1345GHz. In the H-shape patch when the same size
circular reflector is implemented, the two resonating frequencies achieved are 39.693GHz and 39.041GHz
(38.512–40.289)GHz with the RL values of −26.0626 dB and −17.038 dB. Also, the maximum gain
achieved is 10.684 dBi at 39.4138GHz. So implementing the circular reflector on the H-shape patch
also increases the gain. When this circular reflector surface is replaced with the same size rectangular
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Top view of A-shape patch with substrate. (b) Top view of A-shape with circular
reflector.

reflector, the two resonating frequencies are 38.948GHz (38.273–39.673)GHz and 34.572GHz (33.6257–
35.4581)GHz with the return loss value of −33.9303 dB and −14.40 dB respectively, and the maximum
gain achieved is at 39.2241GHz which is 10.8585 dBi. The rectangular reflector here increases the
gain and return loss parameter. When another silicon substrate is added at d2 = 3mm, the antenna
resonates at three resonating frequencies which are 39.6GHz with RL of −19.5090 dB and 39.227GHz
with RL value of −24.3265 dB, and the bandwidth covered is (38.5012–40.056)GHz. Another resonating
frequency is 34.8517GHz (34.1149–35.5335)GHz with the RL value of −14.8755 dB, and the maximum
gain achieved is 12.6798 dBi at the resonating frequency of 40.1586GHz. In another implementation of
the same size superstate with the H-shape patch with a circular reflector, the resonating frequencies are
39.134 (38.4112–39.752)GHz and 34.758GHz (34.161–35.494)GHz with RL −33.351 dB, −14.020 dB,
respectively, and the maximum gain is 13.198 dBi at 39.693GHz. A comparative H-shape RL and
the gain plot are given in Figures 7(a) and (b). The comparative analysis of different methodologies
implementation in H-shape patch is given in Table 3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Return loss. (b) Gain of A shape patch antenna with all methodology implementation
comparative.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. (a) Return loss. (b) Gain of H-shape comparative with all methodology’s implementation.

2.3. F-Shape

By removing the R2 from the A shape, the F shape has been designed. F-shape patch is the combination
of rectangles R1, R3, and R4. First, the simple F shape patch resonates at the centre frequency of
22.18 7GHz with an RL value of −21.948 dB, and the bandwidth covered is (21.559–22.899)GHz. The
maximum gain achieved is 7.645 dBi at 22.189GHz. In F-shape when the MTM design is implemented,
it resonates at 20.6069GHz (20.064–21.256)GHz with the RL value of −30.4766 dB, and the maximum
gain achieved is at 20.0606GHz, i.e., 7.7348 dBi. So, the implementation of MTM improves the RL and
slightly the maximum gain in the case of F-shape patch antenna. Also, in the F-shape patch with the
MTM, the circular reflector has been implemented with the same radius of R = 0.8. Now the antenna
resonates at two frequencies. The first frequency is 20.513GHz (19.970–21.195)GHz with the RL value
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Table 3. Comparative performance parameter of H shape patch.

Methodologies
Center

frequencies
BW (GHz) RL (dB)

Maximum

Gain (dBi)

H shape 35.5034 1.303 −31.767 7.893

H shape+MTM
39.972, 39.134,

34.851
1.693, 2 −35.465, −12.850 8.326

H shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector

39.693, 39.041,

34.572
1.777, 2.384

−26.062, −17.038,

−14.081
10.684

H shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector
38.948, 34.572 1.4, 1.833 −33.930, −14.401 10.858

H shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector+Superstates

39.227, 39.600,

39.227, 34.851
1.55, 1.41

−24.326, −19.509,

−24.326, −14.8755
12.679

H shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector+Superstates
39.134, 34.758 1.341, 1.33 −33.351, −14.020 13.198

of −33.001 dB. The other resonating frequency is 24.610GHz (24.405–24.841)GHz, and the value of RL
is −11.339 dB with the maximum gain in this case 8.6710 dBi at 19.675GHz. The RL v/s frequency
and gain v/s frequency plot are given in Figures 8(a) and (b) for the F-shape patch with a comparative
analysis of all methodologies. In the next step, the circular reflector is replaced with the rectangular
reflector, and it resonates at two resonating frequencies of 20.2346GHz (19.7074–20.9158)GHz and
24.4241GHz (19.707–20.9158)GHz with the RL −32.3360 dB and −12.3553 dB, respectively, and the
maximum gain achieved is 8.2752 dBi at 19.5828GHz. Now the superstate has been implemented
with the same dimensions and distance above the patch, and the resonating frequency is 24.8897GHz
(24.6917–25.063)GHz with the RL value of −24.1011 dB.

The implementation of the circular reflector with superstate resonates at 24.889GHz (24.718–
25.040)GHz with an RL value of −17.885 dB, and the maximum gain achieved is at 29.079GHz with
the value 8.4222 dBi. From Table 4, it can be seen that for the circular reflector the gain obtained is

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Return loss. (b) Gain comparative of F-shape patch antenna.
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Table 4. Comparative performance parameter of F shape patch.

Methodologies

Center

frequencies

(GHz)

BW

(GHz)

RL

(dB)

Maximum

Gain (dBi)

F Shape 22.187 1.339 −21.9481 7.6457

F shape+MTM 20.606 1.192 −30.4766 7.734

F shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector

20.513,

24.610

1.22,

0.436

−33.0014,

−11.339
8.670

F shape +MTM+Rectangular

Reflector

20.2346,

24.4241

1.20,

0.55

−32.336,

−12.3553
8.275

F shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector+Superstates
24.8897 0.372 −24.1011 9.182

F shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector+Superstates

(d2 = 3mm)

24.889 0.322 −17.885 8.422

F shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector+Superstates

(d2 = 4.5mm)

24.512 0.346 −24.196 12.235

8.670 dBi, and in the F-shape patch with the circular reflector and the implementation of superstate,
the gain achieved is 8.422 dBi at d2 = 3mm. So, the implementation of superstate with a circular shape
patch does not enhance the gain of the antenna but reduces the gain slightly at d2 = 3mm. When the
d2 value is increased up to d2 = 4.5mm, the maximum gain obtained is 12.2355 dBi at the frequency of
29.3586GHz. So, circular reflector with superstate implementation enhances the gain.

The return loss parameter in Figure 9 is shown in which the center frequency is 24.512GHz with
the RL value of −24.196 dB, and the bandwidth covered is (24.3228–24.668)GHz.

Figure 9. Return loss and gain v/s frequency.

2.4. T-Shape

The T-shape structure has been achieved by using the R4 and R1 rectangle T-shape structure in
Figure 4(d) which resonates at 24.7966GHz with RL = −4.2677 dB and has the RL value < −10 dB.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. (a) Gain. (b) Return loss comparative of T-shape and -T modified patch structure.

Also, the maximum gain of T-shape structures is 6.8662 dBi at 25.3552GHz. To increase the value
of RL, the WR4 increases with the amount of Wr4ex. Now the T-shape modified structure given in
Figure 4(e) resonates at 34.2931GHz with the RL value of −15.871 dB covering the band (32.8408GHz–
35.547GHz). The maximum gain attained at 21.444GHz is 7.435 dBi. The maximum gain and RL value
both increase when the Wr4 increases, and the plots of the RL and gain v/s frequency are given in
Figures 10(a) and (b).

To improve the antenna performance characteristics, the metamaterial structure has been added
similar to F-shape, A-shape, and H-shape patch antennas. T-shape modified antenna with an MTM
structure resonates at 37.831GHz, 36.527GHz, 33.641GHz with the return loss values −20.177 dB,
−16.955 dB, −15.537 dB, respectively covering the band (32.3877GHz–38.6011GHz). Also, the antenna
resonates at 20.6069GHz (20.424GHz–20.7334GHz) with the RL value of −10.7422 dB, and the
maximum gain achieved is at 19.582GHz with 7.4383 dBi. The T-shape antenna modified with MTM
resonates at 37.831GHz, 36.527GHz, and 33.641GHz with the RL value of−20.177 dB, −16.955 dB, and
−15.537 dB covering the band (32.3877–38.6011)GHz. Also, the fourth resonating band is 20.6069GHz
with the RL value of −10.7422 dB with the band covered from (20.424GHz–20.733)GHz. The maximum
gain was achieved at 19.5828GHz with a value of 7.4383 dBi. Also in T-shape modified structure when
the circular reflector is added, it resonates at 37.458GHz and 36.062GHz with RL = −34.254 dB
and −23.909 dB, with the bandwidth (32.090–38.234)GHz. Along with these bands other resonating
frequencies are 31.593GHz and 20.420GHz with RL value −10.458 dB and −11.184 dB, and covered
bands are (31.478–31.711)GHz and (20.283–20.632)GHz, respectively. The maximum gain achieved
is 8.7554 dBi at 8.837GHz. In T-shape modified structure, the addition of circular reflector and
MTM also increases the gain value. Now the same dimension rectangle reflector is added instead of
circular reflector, and the resonating frequencies are 31.034GHz (30.1796GHz–32.702GHz), 35.037GHz
(33.227–36.2535)GHz, 19.021GHz (18.993–19.3500)GHz with the RL value of −32.663 dB, −17.093 dB,
−11.670 dB, respectively. The maximum gain achieved is at 18GHz, and the magnitude is 8.4005 dBi.
With the addition of another substrate layer in the T-shape modified structure, the antenna resonates
at 33.5483GHz and 36.0621GHz with the return loss values of −22.913 dB and −19.250 dB covering the
band (32.4828GHz–36.571)GHz. Other resonating frequencies are 37.6448 (37.3667–38.027)GHz with
the RL value of −19.4217 dB and 20.8862GHz (20.8185–20.9658)GHz with RL value of −16.0986 dB,
and the maximum gain achieved is 8.3677 dBi at 36.7138GHz. The return loss and gain v/s frequency
graph are given in Figures 11(a) and (b). The same size superstate with the circular reflector resonates at
the 37.5517 (37.2766–37.969)GHz and 35.969GHz, 33.548GHz covering the band (32.552–36.446)GHz.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) Return loss and gain comparative of T-shape modified structure.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) Return loss and gain v/s frequency circular reflector with superstate. (b) Return loss
v/s gain frequency rectangle reflector with superstate.

Also the other resonating frequency is 20.793GHz (20.732–20.8771)GHz with the RL values ,−26.452,
−19.727, −20.461, −19.823 dB, respectively and the maximum gain is 7.456 dBi at 39.041GHz.

From Table 5 it can be seen that in circular reflector implementation the gain is 8.755 dBi. When
the superstate is implemented at d2 = 3mm in T-shape modified with the circular reflector the gain
achieved is 7.45 dBi which is less than the only circular reflector with MTM, so when the d2 = 4.5 is
kept in this case the maximum gain obtained is 9.3499 dBi at the frequency 29.358GHz. Similarly, in
the case of the rectangle reflector, the maximum gain achieved is 8.400 dBi. To improve the gain of
the antenna, the superstate distance from the patch of the antenna has been increased from d2 = 3 to
d2 = 4.5, and the gain is improved with the maximum value of 9.6506 dBi at 29.5448GHz, which is given
in Figures 12(a) and (b). In the return loss graph, the minimum value is obtained at 37.737GHz and
36.434GHz with the RL value of −19.538 dB and −17.307 dB, respectively, with the band covered
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Table 5. Comparative performance parameter of T-shape modified shape patch.

Methodologies

Center

frequencies

(GHz)

BW

(GHz)
RL (dB)

Maximum

Gain (dBi)

T shape 34.2931 2.7 −15.871 7.435

T shape+MTM

37.831,

36.527,

33.641,

20.6069

6.21

−20.1777,

−16.955,

−15.537,

−10.7422

7.438

T shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector

37.458,

36.062,

31.593,

20.420

6.144,

0.233, 0.349

−34.254,

−23.909,

−10.458,

−11.184

8.755

T shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector

19.210,

31.034,

35.037

0.357,

2.523, 3.026

−11.670,

−32.663,

−17.093

8.4005

T shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector+Superstates

(d2 = 3mm)

33.548,

36.062,

37.6448,

20.886

4.089,

0.6607, 0.146

−22.913,

−19.25,

−19.421,

−16.098

8.3677

T shape+MTM+Rectangular

Reflector+Superstates

(d2 = 4.5mm)

37.737,

36.434,

32.151,

20.700

3.488,

2.76, 0.083

−19.538,

−17.30,

−16.791,

−13.790

9.6506

T shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector+Superstates

(d2 = 3mm)

37.5517,

35.969,

33.548,

20.793

0.693,

3.89, 0.145

−26.452,

−19.727,

−20.461,

−19.823

7.4562

T shape+MTM+Circular

Reflector+Superstates

(d2 = 4.5mm)

37.737,

36.341,

32.524,

20.700

3.488,

2.764, 0.083

−23.006,

−16.261,

−18.617

9.3499

(35.4120–38.9001)GHz. Also other resonance frequencies are 32.151GHz (31.265–34.029)GHz and
20.700GHz (20.662–20.745)GHz with the RL of −13.790 dB, respectively.

2.5. U-Shape Patch

R3, R4, and R1′ are combined to design the U-shape patch structure. The R1 rectangle length is
decreased by the value of 1.125mm to get R1′. The U shape patch resonates at 23.7724GHz with
the RL value of −12.5022 dBi covering the band (23.3738–24.203)GHz. The maximum gain achieved
is 6.0070 dBi at 23.213GHz. In U-shape patch antenna when the metamaterial structure is added, it
resonates at 20.6069GHz with the RL value −12.2310 dB covering the band (20.6069–20.8847)GHz.
Also, the maximum gain achieved is 7.6832 dBi at 20.6069GHz. The U-shape structure with MTM and
the circular reflector resonates at 20.606GHz (20.261GHz–20.937)GHz with an RL value of −13.100 dB.
The maximum gain achieved is 8.561 dBi at 20.141GHz. In the U-shape structure addition of a
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. (a) Gain and (b) return loss comparative with the implementation of all methodologies.

rectangular reflector provides the resonating frequency of 20.3276GHz (19.9138–20.7240)GHz with the
RL value of −15.7670 dB, and the maximum gain achieved is 8.249 dBi at 20.327GHz. Also, when the
superstate is added with the rectangle reflector surface, it resonates at 21.3517GHz and 20.9793GHz
with the RL value of −18.634 dB and −14.410 dB, respectively. The frequency band covered is (20.9115–
21.653)GHz, and the maximum value of gain is 9.7786 dBi at 38.575GHz. The comparative graphs of
return loss v/s frequency and gain v/s frequency are given in Figures 13(a) and (b). Also, the circular
reflector with the implementation of superstate resonates at the frequencies 20.886GHz, 21.165GHz
with RL −16.308, −17.435 dB with the band (20.791–21.442)GHz. The third resonating frequency is
31.034GHz (30.994–31.059)GHz, and the RL value obtained is −10.900 dB with the maximum gain
achieved 8.86 dBi at 30.010GHz. The U-shape patch comparative performance parameters are given in
Table 6.

The axial ratio graphs for the different shape patches like A, H, F, T, U with MTM and rectangle
reflector with superstate and circular reflector with superstate are presented in Figures 14(a) and (b).
The AR < 3 dB value shows the circular polarisation (CP) property which is useful in many applications,

Table 6. Comparative performance parameter of U-shape patch.

Methodologies
Center

frequencies
(GHz)

BW
(GHz)

RL (dB)
Maximum
Gain (dBi)

U shape 23.772 0.83 −12.5022 6.007
U shape+MTM 20.606 0.588 −12.231 7.683

U shape+MTM+Circular
Reflector

20.606 0.676 −13.100 8.56

U shape+MTM+Rectangular
Reflector

20.327 0.811 −15.767 8.249

U shape+MTM+Rectangular
Reflector+Superstates

20.979,
21.351

0.741
−14.410,
−18.634

9.778

U shape+MTM+Circular
Reflector+Superstates

21.1655,
20.886,
31.034

0.651,
0.06

−17.435,
−16.308,
−10.900

8.86
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(a) (b)

Figure 14. (a) Axial ratio v/s frequency for circular reflector with superstate. (b) Axial ratio v/s
frequency for rectangle reflector with superstate.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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(e) (f)

Figure 15. (a) Gain v/s frequency of rectangle reflector with superstate. (b) Gain v/s frequency of
circular reflector with superstate. (c) VSWR v/s frequency of rectangle reflector with superstate. (d)
VSWR v/s frequency of circular reflector with superstate. (e) Return loss v/s frequency of rectangle
reflector with superstate. (f) Return loss v/s frequency of circular reflector with superstate.

so in Figures 14(a) and (b) for H-shape at higher frequencies side the AR < 3 dB is achieved in the
frequency range (46.3612–46.9932)GHz, and another frequency band is (43.2651–43.6544)GHz. For
F-shape the three bands in which the AR shows that the CP is (44.645–44.983)GHz with another
two higher frequency bands (45.1772–45.524)GHz and (46.583–46.934)GHz. For T-shape modified
structure, the AR < 3 dB bands are (42.539–44.662)GHz and (44.885–45.457)GHz. In Figure 14(a) for
circular reflector H-shape patch for R = 8mm, the frequency band achieved is (44.6750–45.065)GHz.
For F-shape circular superstate it is (45.815–46.951)GHz, and another CP band is for the U-shape, i.e.,
(28.170–28.432)GHz which is the lower side of the mm-wave frequency band.

The comparative return loss, gain, and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are shown in
Figures 15(e), (f), (a), and (b), (c), (d). The maximum gain achieved in the case of A shape patch with
the circular reflector and superstate is 14.202 dBi while in the case of rectangle reflector it is 14.130 dBi,
which can be analysed in Figures 14(a) and (b).

Figure 16. Directivity v/s frequency.
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VSWR parameter can be seen in Figures 15(c) and (d) as (VSWR) < 2 is desirable for proper
matching in different shapes patches, and it has been analysed in A-shape patch with MTM and
rectangle reflector with superstate. The (VSWR) < 2 is in the frequency band (36.6321–36.9566)GHz.
In Figure 15(d), A shape+MTM+circular reflector with superstate the (VSWR) < 2 BW is (38.948–
39.382)GHz. The directivity enhancement is also an important aspect of the directivity improvement
which can be seen in Figure 16. In the case of the A-shape patch structure, the maximum directivity
is 7.669 dBi at 18.372GHz while with the reflector surface and superstate it has been enhanced
by approximately 6 dBi in both the circular reflector with superstate and rectangular reflector with
superstate.

In the directivity plot Figure 17(a) and (b), the variation of directivity with the angle theta is
given for the circular reflector with superstate and rectangle reflector with superstate. In Figure 17(a)
at the frequency of 39.413GHz, the maximum directivity is 13.904 dBi for circular reflector superstate
and rectangle reflector superstate. The maximum directivity achieved is at 39.500GHz with the value
of 13.895 dBi. Also, the comparative literature survey is given in Table 7.

(a) (b)

Figure 17. (a) Directivity plot at phi = 0◦ and 90◦ for rectangle reflector with superstate. (b)
Directivity plot at phi = 0◦ and 90◦ for circular reflector with superstate.

Table 7. Comparative literature survey with previous mm-wave antenna.

Ref. Bandwidth (GHz)
Maximum Gain

(Peak Gain) (dBi)

Size (Area)

(mm × mm)

[16] 25–30 7 23× 7

[17] 24–27.5 11 30× 8.8

[18] 22–28.4 10.7 21.7× 7.75

[19] 32.5–35 9.7 34× 20

[20] 28–31 12.3 28× 49

Proposed Structure

(Rectangle Reflector)
36.00–38.98 14.13 8.4× 9.7

Proposed Structure

(Circular Reflector)

33.38–34.50

36.24–38.76
14.20 8.4× 9.7
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3. CONCLUSION

High peak gain along with dual band performance has been achieved by the implementation of MTM,
reflector surface, and superstates in the proposed antenna. Also, different shape patches like H, T, U,
F shapes provide different gain enhancement values with good antenna performance characteristics,
and different shape patches provide different gain enhancement values by the implementation of
methodologies of MTM, reflector surface, and superstates. The maximum gain value achieved in
the case of A-shape patch with MTM and circular reflector with superstates is 14.2 dBi while in the
case of rectangular reflector it is 14.1 dBi. Also, with the gain parameter, other antenna performance
characteristics like good directivity and return loss values have been achieved. The proposed antenna
is unique A-shape patch and useful for 5G mm-wave applications with the quality of overcoming the
drawback of gain by achieving a high gain at mm-wave frequency.
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